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ABSTRACT

The choice of organization i s modelled as a two stage game. The
first stage considers the profit maximizing choice of organization form.
The second stage derives the optimal allocation of workers, given a
certain organizational form. The main result is that a matrix organization
will be chosen when efficiency and coordination considerations are
important. A divisional organization will be chosen when coordination
issues are the primary concern and a functional organization will be
chosen when only efficiency features prominently.
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Organizational Choice: Product, Function or Matrix?

I Introduction

Our society is characterized by many different institutions
(organizations) like e.g. the market, firm, university and government.
They are not only interacting with each other, (like in the neo-classical
theory of the firm) but also inside these organizations occurs an
important part of the allocation of resources of a society. This article
presents a simple model dealing with the internal organization of a firm.

Many aspects of the internal economy of firms has recently enjoyed a
great deal of interest in the economic literature. We just mention the
literature on incentive problems, the relationship between span of
control, number of hierarchical levels and differences in renumeration
(Calvo and Wellisz, 19~8), coordination problems (Marshak and Radner,
1972), influence cost (Milgrom, 1988), the relationship between horizontal
and vertical trust and productivity (Wintrobe and Breton , 1986),
information structures (Aoki, 1986), bounded rationally and hierarchy
(Camacho and Persky, 1988), corporate culture (kreps, 1984) and the
relation between organization structure and mistakes made (Sah and
Stiglitz, 1986). The experimental literature, (e.g. Plott, 1984) has
extensively shown the influence of institutions on the allocation of
resources. We will deal with an aspect of the internal economy of firms
described in the Du Pont case by Chandler (1962). Du Pont moved from a
functional structure to a divisional structure because the introduction of
new products caused too many problems. The required intense communication
between employees in different departments was unmanagable for Du Pont.

The textbooks in organization theory usually discuss at least the
following three organization structures: divisional, functional and
matrix, (see e.g. Dessler, 1986). A divisional structure is built around
'purposes' like particular products, customers, marketing charuiels, or
territories. A functional structure consists of departments built around
basic purposes like sales or manufacturing. With matrix departmentation, a
group of product departments is superimposed over a functional structure.
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If the organization structure is altered, then there is a change in
the pattern of permissible actions (or, in other words, the rules of the
game change). How does this influence the occurrence of the above
organization structures7 The empirical research findings (e.g. Walker and
Lorsch, 1986 and Lawrence and Lorsch, 196~) strongly suggest that a
divisional structure facilitates coordination and responsiveness to the
market, whereas a functional structure is more efficient due to less
duplication of effort and increased returns to scale. Matrix organizations
try to achieve the advantages of a divisional and functional structure
together, although the increase in the costs of administrative overhead is
a serious problem.

We present a model capturing these variables associated with
organization structure and derive the equilibrium organization structure.
Section two presents the model. Section three formulates our results.
Finally, section four provides some conclusions and avenues for future
research.

II The Model

II 1. Individuals

The set of individuals is n-{1,...,n}. Each person i E n is
characterized by a vector (fi, ki), where

fi - (flli' f21i' f12i' f22i)

ki - (kli, k2i, k3~, k4i).

The amount fpqi is the production of part p for product q by person
i. The production of management for part j by person i is kji, when j-
1,2. If j- 3,4, then kji is to be interpreted as the production of

management for product j-2 by person i. Production is assumed to be non-
negative.

and
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II 2. Organization Structure
We assume that there are three possible organization structures. The

divisional structure D is an allocation of all individuals such that there
are no "parts" managers, i.e.

n l
~ kli ~ k21 J - 0.
i-1

The functional structure F is an allocation of all individuals such
that there are no "product" managers, i.e.

~ I k3i t k4i J - 0.
i-1 l

The matrix structure M is an organization of all individuals such
that there are "parts" as well as "product" managers, i.e.

n l r n l
~ kli t k2i J " I.~ k3~ r k~i J ~ 0.
i-1 111-1

Notice that this definition of an M structure allows such a
structure to consist of two functional managers and one product manager,
or one functional manager and two product managers.

Our formal definition of different organization structures captures
the notion that the organization structure restricts communication to
relatively few, formally accepted channels. The divisional structure
restricts communication to the product group, whereas functional
structures formally sanction only routes concerning functions or parts.

II 3. Production functions
We'll first formulate some restrictions on the vector (fi, ki), i E

n. We assume that a person can not produce both part one of product one

and part two of product two in positive amounts. Formally,

M
flli f22i - 0'
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It is assumed that a person is either producting a certain part, or (s)he
is producing a certain product, or is producing one of the four possible
management tasks. This translates into

fghi ~ flmi ~ fpqi - 0 ' B'h'1'm.P.q. E{1,2}

(g.h)~(l.m).(B.h)~(P.9).(l,m)
~(P.q)

k ~ k - 0 , g~h,g,h, E{1,2,3,4}gi hi
" , g E {1,2,3,4}, p,q E {1,2}.

kBi fPqi - 0

The total time available to each individual in order to perform
tasks (i.e. produce) is Ti(~0). If t(fi, ki) assigns a time to vector (fi,
ki), then we have

t(fi, ki) C Ti.

We will take Ti - T- 1 and

t(fi. ki) - ~ ~ t (fP9i J } ~ tlkjiJ .
p-1 q-1 j-1 l

where tlfpqi J - tl(0, 0, fPqi, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0) J
t~kji J - t~(0, 0, 0, 0), (0, kji, 0, 0)~

Define
n

SP9 - i~l fPqi , P.q - 1,2.

The specification of the production function of operational
activities that will be used is

where

t. max (1, a t S )

fPqi(t,SPqi) - b f 1- t Pqi ,a E(0.1), b E~1.W).

SP9i - SP9 - fPqi . i E D

a(Spl t SP2 - fpqi) , i E F or M
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and a E[l,m). It can be seen that the partial derivative of fpqi(t; Spqi)
with respect to Spqi is non-negative. This embodies the advantage of
having an organization structure F, i.e. if more persons perform task p
(or produce part p) then it will take less or the same time to produce
fpqi, given a certain level of fpqi. The first and second partial
derivative of fpQi(t; Spqi) with respect to t is positive and fpqi - 0
when t- 0. This embodies the fact that human capital is built up on the
job.

The vector ki will capture the difficulty of the management task,
the difficulty of the coordination problems or the degree of tailoring to
customer wants. We assume that there are no coordination problems when
there is only one part of one product produced by the organization.
Otherwise, the production of management is finite. Formally,

k2i-

ik3 -

m
, S11-S12-S21-S22-0

, S11-S12-S22-0

, S11-S21-S22~0

, S12-521 -S22-0

, otherwise

, Sll -S12-S21-S22-0

, S11-512-S21-0

, S11-S12-522-0

, S11-S21-S22-0

, otherwise

, sll - S12 - s21 - S22 - o

' Sll -S12-S22-0

, S11 - S21 - S22 - 0

, S12-S21-S22-0
, otherwise

m
m

1

k4i-l m
m

, S11-S12-S21-S22-0

, S11-S12-S21-0

, S11 - S12 - S22 - 0

, S11-S21-S22-0
1 , otherwise
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where s E[l,m) is a parameter capturing the span of control. This
parameter embodies the advantage of having an organization structure D,
i.e. the production of management is more difficult in functional
organizations. (We have normalized a snd s to one in the divisional
structure.)

Finally, we have to specify the production function of product one
(pl) and two (p2) and the organization production function. We will employ
the following simple specification for the two products:

n n n
. min ~ k ~ k , h- 1,2.ph - min Slh, S2h, i~l ~i2i i-1 li' i-1 2i

So, a lexicographic production function is used with inputs the parts one
and two and management.

The profit function of the organization will only depend on the
output of product one and two. The product prices will be taken one. We
are hardly incorporating into our specification a variable which captures
somehow the advantage of having an organization producing several products
in the first place. However, this wouldn't contribute much to the analysis
and complicates it unnecessarily. We will use the specification

n(P1, P2) - k(P1 t P2)

where

ll -

~1

0
, Pl.p2 ) 0

, Pl.p2 - 0.

II 4. Equilibrium Organization Structure

The organization is assumed to maximize its profits by choosing an
organization structure and an allocation of workers over the different
positions. This can be modelled as a two stage game.

The organization has to choose in the second stage an allocation of
the set of workers I1 over the different positions in a profit maximizing
way, given a certain organization structure. The organization will choose
a profit maximizing organization structure in the first stage, taking into
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account the optimal allocation of workers in the second stege of the game.
An organization structure satisfying these two requirements is defined to
be an equilibrium organization structure.

III Results

The optimal allocation of labor will now be determined, given a
certain organization structure. This is done by assigning an allocation to
each feasible point in the (a,b)-space, i.e. the space belonging to the
parameters of the production function of operational activities. Our
results are derived for the n-8 case. Consider first the D-structure (, F-
structure). 1~ro possible candidates for the optimal allocation of workers
in a divisional (, functional) structure are:

- two persons assigned to each management task
one person assigned to each operational activity

- one person assigned to each management task
one and a half person assigned to each operational
activity.

A third possible candidate in a divisional structure is:
- one person assigned to each management task

two persones assigned to each operational task of one
product
one person assigned to each operational task of the other
product.

The first allocation will be referred to as D1 (, F1). The second
allocation will be referred to as either D2 (, F2), D3 (, F3) or D4
(, F4), which depends on the parameters (a,b). These relationships are
specified in appendix one (, two). Our results with respect to the optimal
allocation of labor in a divisional structure are derived in appendix one
and are summarized in figure one.
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Figure 1: The optimal allocation of labor in a divisional structure.

A similar characterization can be done for a F-structure. These
results are not so nicely summarized in a figure because quite a few cases
occur, depending on the parameters a and s. Appendix two formulates the
profit function for each allocation.

The optimal allocation of labor in a M-structure is straightforward
in this example. One person has to be assigned full time to each position
in a matrix organization.

The optimal allocation of labor has been determined for all possible
organization structures and each feasible pair (a,b). A profit maximizing
organization structure has to be chosen. This is done by asking for each
feasible pair (a,s) whether the optimal allocation of labor of a D, F of
M-structure generates the highest profits, given (e,b). A representative
description of the equilibrium organization structure as a function of the
parameters (a, s) is shown in figure two, which is with other results

derived in appendix three.
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s

1

Figure 2: The equilibrium organization structure.

M

a

Notice that this result agrees with our intuition. If the span of
control is low (,i.e. s is high) and the advantages of specialization are
low (, i.e. a is low), then we expect a divisional organization. If the
span of control is high (,i.e. the coordination problems are minor) and
the advantages of specialization are substantial, then a functional
organization is expected.
If the coordination problems and the advantages of specialization are
substantial, then we predict a matrix organization.

ZV Discussion

We have presented a simple model dealing with organizational choice.
It left not only out many interesting aspects of organizations like we
mentioned in the introduction section, but also variables that could have
been captured e.g. a heterogeneous labor force and closeness of the
products produced. These topics are worth to discuss extensively, but we
will límit our comments in this section to the model itself.

The parameter s is crudely capturing notions like tailoring to
customer wants, uncertainty of the environment, coordination problems,
span of control, and so on. This is not a bad strategy to start with, but
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it might leave unexplained interesting (casual) empirical observations. An
example is the fact that most of the very large companies have a
divisional organization structure. However, very large companies

experience their environment as less uncertain than their smaller
counterparts. This implies according to our model that we would expect to
see more functional organization structures in very large firms. The

explanation is of course that the increase in the coordination problems
has much more weight than the decrease in uncertainty when the size of the
organization grows. So, s is an aggregation of several other variables and
a factor influencing one of those variables in one direction might do the

opposite to others.
We have taken the number of persons to be allocated to positions in

the firm equal to eight. An avenue for future research is to endogenize

the number of persons to be employed by the firm. The optimal size of the
firm is not indeterminate for a wide range of parameter values. This can

be seen by considering a divisional structure. Suppose that a person is
allocated full time to the production of one particular part and that

(s)he is having m colleagues, also full time working on this part. The
production of each person is a~(b-m) when m E((1-a)b, b) and l~b

otherwise. If m is close to b, then the production of each worker is

large. If m is much larger than b, then the organization could do better

by having several plants. This is the mathematics. However, the economic
interpretation of this result and the parameter b is less (not at all)

clear. A possible interpretation is to consider b as an indicator of

capacity. The production of each worker as a function of the production of

colleagues might be interpreted as producing just l~b because either you

feel lost with a few colleagues in a large system or the system is too

small in order to take advantage of the possibilities of everybody.

However, such an interpretation is shaky because those notions are not

built in the production function of operational labor.

We have done the same analysis for the production function of
operational labor being a function of the time (instead of production)
spend by colleagues on the same operational activity. It turns out that
our results are robust with respect to this specification.

F~rther research could go in many directions. The many other aspects
and variables mentioned above is one such avenue of research. Another is
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the relationship between the internal and industrial organization of
firms. This will be done some other time.

Appendix I: T'he optimal allocation of labor in a divisional structure.

Define fPql as the production of a person who spends ell his time on
the production of part p of product q and f as the production of apqII
person who spends half of his time on the production of part p of product
q and half of his time on the other part of product q. This definition of
fpql and fPqII is due to the convex production technology of operational
activities and the production function of pl and p2. If an even number of
people is allocated to the production of both parts of one product, then
it is optimal to assign half of those people full time to the production
of part one and the other half full time to the production of part two. If
an odd number of people is allocated to the production of one product,
then it is optimal to assign one person half of his time to the production
of part one and half of his time to the production of part two. The others
should be split equally full time over the production of both parts.

If we have allocation D1, then

n 1

SP9 - i~l fPqi - b

SPqi - Spq - fpqi - 0

n
~ k3i - 1

i-1

n

~ k4i - 1
i-1

n ( 1
ph - min Slh' S2h'i~l kh;2il- min Ib, 2J - b, h- 1, 2

2 2
R - ~ ph - b'h-1
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If we are dealing with the second allocation, then

fpql - b. max (l,a t fpqlll

and

fpqII - 2bt1 ' max (l,a t fpqll.

The second allocation will be referred to as

D2 when a t fpqll ~ 1 and a; fpql C 1
D3 when a t fpqll ( 1 and a t fpql ~ 1
D4 when a f fpqll ~ 1 and a t fpql ~ 1.

It can be shown that the case a t fpqll ) 1 and a} fpql ( 1 doesn't
occur.
Case D2 gives

f - 1
PqI b 1

fpqII - Ib}1 1
SP9 - b ~ 2bt1 '

Case D3 results in
f - 1
pqI b

f - ab } 1
pqIl b(2bt1)

Case D4 gives

S - abt2bt2
Pq b(2bf1).

2a
pqI - pqII 2b-1

Spq - 2~b-1'

f - 2 f -

It is now straightforward to see that

n n
~ k3i - ~ k4i- 1

i-1 i-1
ph - min (Spq, 1) , h- 1,2
n - 2 min ( 1, Spq).

1
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curve separating D3 from D4 is

a f

The curve separating DZ from D3 in the (a,b)-space is a- 1-b, The

b a -

ab t 1 - 1
b(2b~1)
1 - 2b'

If we have the third allocation, then suppose that one person is
assigned to each operational activity of product one and two persons to
each operational activity of product two. We get

1
SPi - b

b

fp2I - max (1, a t fp2I) ~ b

fp2I - ~ i~b , a t l~b ( 1
a~(b-1) , otherwise

Sp2 - 2 fp2I

k -
i-1 3i i-1 4i - 1

P1 - l~b

P2 - min (512, S22, 1) - min (1, S12)

n- l~b t min (1, SiZ).

The third allocation will be referred to as D5 when a( 1- l~b and D6
otherwise. -

We have to compare the profits
of D1 minus those of D2 are

of D1 with D2, D3 and D4. The profits

b- 2 min (b } 2bt1' 1)'

It is clear that this is always negative. Therefore D1 is dominated by D2.
The profits of D1 minus those of D3 are
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2 ab;2b}2 1b- 2 min b(2b}1), 1 J .

The only possibility to get this difference strictly positive is to have

1 abt2bt2
b - b(2bt1) ) 0

r~ 0) ab t 1.

This is not possible, given our restrictions on a and b. Therefore D1 is
dominated by D3. The profits of D1 minus those of D4 are

b - 2 min (2b-1~ ll.

The difference might only be strictly positive when

2 6a
b ) 22b-}

a a~ 3-3b.

However, D4 applies only to a) 1- 2b. Therefore, D1 is also dominated by
D4.

We have seen that the first allocation is dominated by the second
allocation. The second allocation has therefore to be compared with the
third. We just state the results of this comparison. If

a~ 1- b, then D2 dominates D5 when b~~ t 1~
- D5 dominates D2 when b)~ t 2 ~

1- b( a( 1- 2b, then D dominates D6 when b)~3 t 2a t

1; 12a f 4a2~ ~4

D6 dominates D3 when b~~3 t 2a t

1 t 12a t 4a2~~4

a) 1- 2b, then D4 dominates D6 when b)~ t~ a
D6 dominates D4 when b C 2 t~ a.

The results of this appendix are summarized in figure one.
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Appendix II: The optimal allocation of labor in a functional structure.

Define fpql as the production of a person who spends all his time on
the production of part p of product q and fpqll as the production of a
person who spends half of his time on the production oF part p of product
q and half of his time on the same part p of the other product.

If we have allocation F1, then

S - f -P9 Pqi

f
t.max (i,ata (Spl ; Sp2 - fPqi))

b . 1 - t

fpli -(a t a fp2i) , b

fp2i -(a 4 a fpli) , b

a
~ fpli-fp2i-b-a

ph - min (b a a, 4~s)

We have to assume that a( b in order to have a meaningful solution for
this allocation.

n n
~ kli - ~ k2i - 2~s

i-1 i-1

, P - 1,2.

, h - 1,2

R - 2ph , h - 1,2.

If we are dealing with the second ellocation, then

f -

fpqII- 2b t 1

The second allocation will be referred to as

max (i,ata (fPql } 2 fPqII))
pqI b

max (l,afa (2f I } f II))

F2 when a t a(fpql t 2fpqll) ~ 1 and a t a(2fpql t fpqll) ~ 1
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F3 when a t a(fpql } 2fpqll) ~ 1 and a t a(2f f f )) 1P9I P9II

F4 when a t a(fpql t 2fpqll) ) 1 and a t a(2f t f )) 1.pqI pqII

Case F2 occurs when

2 1s( 1- ac (b } 2b f 1).

The production of operational labor is

f - 1
pqI b

1
fpqII - 2b t 1'

Case F3 occurs when

2 1 1 21- a (b } 2b t 1) ( a( 1- x (b } 2b 4 1).

The production of operational labor is

f - 1
pqI b

fpqll -(a t?b) ~(2b ; 1) (1 - 2b a 1).

We have to assume that b) a 2 1 in order to have a meaningful solution
for case F3.
Case F4 occurs when

1 2a) 1- a (b } 2b t 1)'

The production of operational labor is

fpql-a(2btlta) I (2b2tb-3ba-a-3a2)

fpqll - a(b ; a) I(2b2 i b- 3ba - a- 3a2).
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We have to assume that b)( (3a - 1) . J(3a - 1)2 a 8oc (1 t 3a) , ~ 4 in
order to have a meaningful solution for case F4. We have for the second
allocation, regardless the restrictions on a, a and b:

SPq - fP9I ; fP9II

n n
~ kli - ~ k2i - l~s
i-1 i-1

ph - min (Spq, l~s)

rt - 2ph

, h - 1,2

, h - 1,2.
Our results with respect to the optimal allocation of workers in a

functional structure are summarized in figure three.
a
1

Figure 3: The optimal allocation of labor in a functional structure.

Appendix III: The equilibrium organization structure.

The profits of a divisional and functional organization have been
determined in the previous two appendices, given the parameters a and b.
The same calculatíon will now be done for a matrix organization. The
levels of operational activities are the maximum of those of F1 and D1.
The levels of management production are therefore
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and

n n
~ kli - ~ k2i - l~s

i-1 i-1

n n
~ k - ~ k - 1.i-1 3i i-1 4i

The production level of both products is therefore

ph - min (max (l~b, a~(b-a))), (s t 1) ~s) , h- 1,2

and profits are

rt - 2ph.

The optimal allocation of labor and the corresponding profits have
been determined for all three organizations structures and each feasible
pair (a, b). An equilibrium organization structure is chosen by
determining for each feasible pair (a, s), which organization structure
generates the highest profits, given (a, b).

The number of cases that can be considered is substantisl. However,
it is sufficient to consider a particular case, because it nicely
illustrates the main result. We will first limit the range of a, given a
certain value of b. We will next consider other values of a. We assume
that

b ) 2
a ~ 1 - 12b

a( b~ (3a - 1) f ( 3a - 1)2 t 8oc(1 t 3a) ~ 2a.4

This implies that the organization can choose between either D6, F1 or M.
If a C. 25b, a large and s small, then F4 strictly dominates the D and M
structure. If a is small, then there always exist values of s such that
the divisional structure strictly dominates the other two organization
structures. The results with respect to the equilibrium coalition
structure are summarized in figure four.
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4

1

r
~

I
~

-~ - - ~ -
I
I0

F4

I
i
~

I ~
M M

~ ~

~~ ~`
~ ` I-' S~ 2 báa

~ ~

I ~' I
Fl - M I ~` I

~ Fl-M`~- - - - ~

a

1 b~2 b-2a b
Figure 4: The equilibrium organizatíon structure.
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